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The Quadrant Experience
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As we age, it becomes harder to keep up with all the
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demands we used to effortlessly take in our stride.

effortlessly in the right direction, till the day, two

Change is not comfortable for most of us, so it is

years later, when my mom finally moved in. I was

tempting to let things continue as they are and hope

fearful approaching this new stage in her and my

that everything will be OK – until there is a crisis and

life, but the management of Quadrant Gardens,

we find that we are quite unprepared.
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Both my mother and I were in denial about

professionally. Being in experts’ hands was an

acknowledging her increasing frailty, but, as things

unbelievable relief – for both of us. From the

happen, the day came when we had to face the fact

moment my mom walked through her new front

that living on her own at 86 was becoming too much

door she never hankered for her previous home of

of a challenge.

50 years. In a glimpse she saw the benefits of
living in a facility whose sole function it is to assist

We had halfheartedly visited a few retirement homes

the elderly. My mom has thrived and her memory

but none of them left us with a compelling desire to

has improved with the realization that she has very

initiate further action. Fortuitously, while at the

little to be anxious about.

physiotherapist in Library Square, Claremont, my
mom mentioned this and learned from the physio

The Quadrant Gardens is so central: Cavendish

that plans were afoot to build a retirement home on

Square, the Palmyra mini mall, Essential Pharmacy

the vacant site in front of the Library Square

and myriad specialists surrounding the Kingsbury

complex.

Hospital are all a stone’s throw away. She can visit
her medical practitioners by wheelchair, and, in an

It was imperative for me to have my mom close by,

emergency, they can walk across and do a home

as she was then living in Fresnaye and the to-ing

visit. The cherry on top is that I live just five

and fro-ing every time things went awry was not

minutes away.

ideal. I drove down to the site and saw that no
ground had yet been broken. There was a billboard
up with the construction company’s details, so I
phoned and was redirected to Bev Bloch, the agent
at Pam Golding.
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She has stopped living in her slightly lonely past
and now embraces the future, in the modern and
luxurious Quadrant Gardens where she has access
to all 21st century amenities. For those things that
are beyond her comfort zone, she has 24-hour help
– including the handyman, Dominic – at the press of
a button! She is surrounded by all that is precious to
her and feels at home with her trusted carers and
her beloved dog, Suzy.
When my mom had a fall in January last year, the
frail care staff immediately attended to her and
facilitated her admission to the Kingsbury Hospital.
She subsequently developed an ulcer on her thigh
and could move to the frail care unit for a week,
where she received round-the-clock care. Sister
Carryn Boden arranged for a Wound Sister and this
specialized treatment undoubtedly saved my mom’s
life. A year later, she lives happily to tell the tale.
Old age is definitely not for sissies and, as they say,
it takes a village to care for someone vulnerable.
The thought of my mom facing the COVID-19
pandemic anywhere but in her current environment
is unthinkable.
My heartfelt gratitude to all those who helped me
pilot my mom into this happy place of safety. We
both have a new lease on life.

Absolut Hair
Absolut Hair was established in the year 2000 by
owner and Master stylist, Steven Phillips. We
opened our Claremont branch in 2008, in the
Quadrant. The salon was officially opened, by our
then Premier, Helen Zille, who was a client at the

Is there a "yes" that
you have been
avoiding?
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Frequently we face unforeseen forks in our road and so often due
to a little fear, we say no to protect ourselves. Has no become our
natural default?

time. Absolut Hair prides itself on being a family run

There does however remain a little power in saying " yes" . The

business, where we treat our clients like part of the

carefully thought about, carefully considered, intentionally and

family. We are a Wella Boutique salon, stocking the

deliberately said "yes" .

full compliment of Wella’s colour ranges as well as
being one of the 3 System Professional salons in the
Western Cape. Absolut is also a Nioxin Expert Salon,
stocking the full range catering to thinning hair and

So many of us are stuck in the rut of only what we know. Deep in
our hearts and minds, we unconsciously might be yearning for
some kind of change. A refresh. A reboot. However, many things
often feel unchangeable.

hair loss.
How is anything going to change if we do not change it? We have

We are colour specialists, specialising in all forms of
tinting and highlighting, including balayage, ombre,

to take a step forward and make the changes in our daily routine
with the "yes" word. "Yes" to care, "yes" to commitment, "yes" to
support, "yes" to community, "yes" to opportunity, "yes" to

baby lights and air-touch highlights. All our staff are

adventure, "yes" to study, "yes" to experience and "yes" to meeting

trained by Steven who has recently been awarded

new people.

his internationally recognised Master colour Expert
Certificate as well as the Advanced Cutting training
with Wella’s International Head Educator, Stephen
Moody in America. Our other 2 stylists include

There might be a price tag attached to saying ‘yes’. You have to be
willing to pay this price. The price to commit to time and energy
spent in different ways. When you say yes, the intentional yes, is it
due to curiosity or fear? Fear of missing out, fear of being left-

Porsche, who has also completed her Master Colour

behind, fear of boredom and becoming stale. Just have the

Course and Harriet, who is our gents’ specialist.

courage to say "yes". By saying yes to new people, places and

Cutting and styling are also our forte. We offer blow
dry’s, ladies cutting, gents cuts/clipper shaves and

experiences, we might just find that we begin to find a new
emergent self. The self that you have been hiding for years.

fades as well as matric hair and up styles for special

We can sometimes say yes to even bigger things that we never

occasions.

expected. This can rip us out of our stayed comfort zone. It can
cause a heightened level of anxiety and self-awareness. It might

Shop 5
The Quadrant, Wilderness Road, Claremont
021 671 3928/52
www.absoluthair.co.za

even be uncomfortable. However, as we develop through the yes,
we become more competent in our new strength we will gain
traction and confidence.
This yes could be what rescues us from our own chains, our same
old, same old. It could be the accelerator of finding a new joy and
personal growth.
There is no limit to the ability to say "yes" to change. If we never
say yes how we will ever know what could be awaiting us?
Take the step today. Say yes to something new. By stretching
yourself, you will be empowered. This might touch the people
around you and a sense of community could start to develop.
What a wonderful way to ignite a fire within our community!
Written By Sr. Carryn Boden - Care Manager at QG

COVID-19 Coronavirus vaccine myths and
facts
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1.Myth: Vaccines are unsafe and normal safety

4. Myth: Big businesses are pushing vaccines to

protocols have been circumvented to fast track

improve proﬁts

their authorisation for use

Fact: The COVID-19 crisis has caused massive

Fact: No step in the development, testing or

upheaval across the globe and no nation has been

ratiﬁcation of the COVID-19 vaccines was missed.

spared. A vaccine represents the best hope to save

The world was able to develop vaccines fast

lives

because scientists and governments around the

governments have therefore entered into direct

world collaborated in a manner that has never been

talks with vaccine makers to ensure a timeous

achieved

supply of vaccines.

before

and

pooled

resources

and

and

to

restore

our

way

of

life;

many

information to ensure that everyone can contribute
to the knowledge.

5.Myth:

Government

is

complicit

with

big

businesses in pushing vaccines despite the risks
2. Myth: The vaccine will change my DNA

Fact: Government is committed to saving lives and

Fact: Vaccines work by stimulating the body the

livelihoods. The fastest way to return to our way of

same way the virus would if someone was infected.

life is through ensuring that the majority of the

That means when you receive the vaccine the body

population are protected from the virus. Vaccines

then recognised that it looks like the coronavirus

are the simplest and most effective way to do this.

and then it releases certain chemicals that start a
chain reaction to make immune cells that can ﬁght

6. Myth: The Vaccines have the mark of the Beast

the real virus. The vaccine does not work on the

- 666

DNA of the body.

Fact: Vaccines have no connection with any

religious organisations and cannot be infused with
3. Myth: Vaccines contain a form of microchip

spirits, demons or other abstract ingredients.

that will be used to track and control an
individual

As per South African Government

Fact: There is no vaccine "microchip" and there is

https://www.gov.za/

no evidence to support claims that such a move is
planned. Receiving a vaccine will not allow people
to be tracked and personal information would not
be entered into a database.

Things to do in and around Cape Town – to
celebrate our Heritage
For a visitor to Cape Town, Heritage Day is a

VISIT TO TABLE MOUNTAIN

wonderful opportunity to dive into the history and
culture of South Africa. A great starting point is the
highly popular V&A Waterfront where many locals
will gather to enjoy the holiday. It is springtime, and
the restaurants, cafés and bars spilling outdoors will
be buzzing. However, for those who wants to delve
a little deeper into culture and history, this is how
Heritage Day can be celebrated:
VISIT KALK BAY HARBOUR

TRIP TO BOULDER BEACH

TAKE AN EVOCATIVE BOAT TRIP TO ROBBEN

PICNIC AT KIRSTENBOSCH GARDENS

ISLAND

HERITAGE DAY IS BRAAI DAY

VISIT TO THE FARMER'S MARKET
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VEGETABLE
SPRINGROLLS
INGREDIENTS
100g packet vermicelli noodles
1 tbsp peanut oil
3 green onions, sliced
2 garlic cloves, crushed
1 large carrot, peeled, coarsely grated
1 1/2 cups shredded Mixcabbage
227g can water chestnuts, drained,
roughly chopped
1 tbsp soy sauce
1/4 tsp white pepper
2 tsp cornflour
20 frozen spring roll wrappers
(21.5cm square), thawed
vegetable oil, for frying
sweet chilli sauce, to serve

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 150°C. Place noodles in a large,
heatproof bowl. Cover with boiling water. Stand
for 5 minutes or until soft. Drain. Using scissors,
cut noodles into 3cm lengths.
Heat a wok over high heat until hot. Add peanut
oil. Swirl to coat. Add onion, garlic, carrot and
cabbage. Stir-fry for 2 to 3 minutes or until soft.
Add noodles, water chestnuts, soy and pepper.
Transfer to a bowl. Set aside to cool. Wipe wok
clean.
Combine cornflour with 1 tablespoon water in a
small bowl. Place 1 wrapper on a board with a
corner pointing towards you. Brush edges with
cornflour mixture (keep remaining wrappers
covered with damp tea towel). Spoon 1
tablespoon vegetable mixture into corner of
wrapper. Fold corner over filling then roll up
from corner to corner, folding edges in to
enclose filling. Repeat with remaining wrappers,
cornflour mixture and filling.
Pour vegetable oil into wok until one-third full.
Heat until a small piece of bread dropped into
oil sizzles. Cook spring rolls, in batches, for 3 to 4
minutes or until golden. Remove to a wire rack
over a baking tray. Keep warm in oven while
cooking remaining spring rolls. Allow oil to
reheat after cooking each batch. Serve hot with
sweet chilli sauce.

